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Despite very strict toy safety regulations in the United States and the United Kingdom, some u
For the most part, toy safety regulations have

been very successful. Very few household accid

In addition, where defective or dangerous toys have made it onto the market they have been rec
Safety labels

First of all you need to check that the toy you are buying bears the appropriate safety labels

After these markings, probably the next most important labels for toy shoppers to watch out fo

The vast majority of toys bear age labels whether they are legally required or not. All toys t

However, in general toys give guidance as to what age group they are intended for. These serve

Under three years - The biggest threat that toys pose to children of this age is choking hazar

Three to five years - Children really come into their own at this age and are able for much mo
Ages six to twelve - By this age children will be able to safely play with almost any toy you

If you have children of different ages things can become a little complicated. When you have l

Also, do not simply put all of the toys into one box. Have a separate toy box for each child a

In general, it is a good idea to be neat and tidy with toys. Having toys laying around the hou

While toy safety labels offer a very important safeguard against dangerous toys reaching our c

If your child has an accident with a toy or you suspect that a toy is dangerous, you should ta

The regulations go along way towards ensuring the toys in or shops are safe. However, consumer
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